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Introduction

Introduction
Before I begin, let me clarify that this
e-book won't work a miracle for you if
you're looking for quick hacks. It won't
work if you want to go "viral" on social
media. It's not a shot of caffeine.

But it is a magic formula. It will bring
structure. It will shift your focus - from
getting short term gains to providing
long term value. Hey, social media is
here to stay for the next 20 odd years.
And this will ensure that the time & effort you put into it results in the growth
of your business. These are the 6 Pillars
of Social Media.
LUDWIG DUMONT
CEO WILLOW

Whether you’re a founder, lawyer, accountant, consultant, marketeer, or
coach, you’re probably here because of
some common challenges that all B2Bs
and professional service providers have
to face.

You run out of ideas
You sometimes have no clue what
to say or to post on social media.
You’re discouraged
You have been posting for a while
but can’t see any results.
You’re disorganized.
You actually know what to do, but
you just can’t deliver.
I structured this e-book in 6 simple pillars. They’re a combination of research
and things we’ve learned the hard way
over the years. If you don’t actually feel
like reading this e-book, no worries,
we’ll summarise our 6 pillars for you.
Some of these tactics might seem
very predictable, but hard to achieve.
Cause you suffer from 0 inspiration,
fear of putting yourself out there, or
just struggling to come up with a To-Do
list and actually doing it. Other tactics
might seem very new. Things you haven’t thought of yet. Some of them will
inspire you to create better posts, faster.
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About Willow

But wait, why am I the right person to
teach you about this? I founded Willow
with quite a deep understanding of the
problems B2B businesses face when
trying to reach their customers, prospective employees, or a wider set of
stakeholders.

So for almost 3 years, with Willow,
(formerly Willow) my team and I have
been working exclusively with Professional Service Providers like yours. We
help with their social media presence,
making it simple to understand, and
easy to excel at. Always in a sustainable fashion.
In this e-book, we’re laying out the
framework that we use with all our clients to do just that. Enjoy the reading,
hopefully, you find some value, and
don’t hesitate to get in touch if you’d
like to have a chat.
Useful links

Social media & digital marketing was already complicated for expertise-driven
businesses. Lawyers, accountants, and
consultants were famously hesitant to
tweet or post a status update.

Website

Fast forward 5 years, you find that
social media has overtaken traditional
marketing and advertising channels,
and customers can’t trust your
business if they can’t find it online.

www.linkedin.com/in/ludwigdumont

www.willow.co

LinkedIn Willow

www.linkedin.com/company/willowdotco

LinkedIn Ludwig

The 6 Pillars
framework
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1. Consistency

Post a minimum of two times a week
on both your personal channels
as on your business channels. You
need to plan every month ahead.
Focus on one social media platform
at a time. Every platform needs a
different approach. Use consistent
branding and tone of voice.
2. Value

A pay-it-forward mentality is an important mindset to win on social
media. This means that you should
be giving before ever even thinking
about asking something. Sharing
your knowledge with your network
is a solid way of creating a value-perception about yourself and
your business.
3. Content mix

Stay relevant by sharing a diverse
mix of different content types. This
will help you to stay interesting for
your audience, but will also help you
to achieve certain business goals
you might be looking to achieve.

Introduction

You
need
six out
of six

4. Employees

Your biggest asset is the people you
work with every single day. Period.
Make sure to capitalize on this the
right way. Asking your co-workers to
engage with the content you share
is a great way to grow your audience
the right way and build a valuable
followership.
5. Engage, engage, engage

Make sure people know you’re
invested in your company, your
people, and your projects by
engaging with what’s going on
on social media. Make sure to
interact with matters that are
linked to you and your business to stay on-point.
6. Make it personal

Humans connect with humans
and although a company is
basically a group of humans,
your presence on social media
must radiate personality. Show
yourself as you are and nurture
authenticity by always keeping
it real!

content
creation

habit
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1. Consistency
The key to maintaining and growing an audience is consistency and intertwined with
that volume. Today, only 1% - yes I came up
with that number myself - of all Professional Service Providers is consistent on social
media. This is the first thing that will set you
apart from the others.
But what parts of your social media posting have to be consistent? What do I mean
specifically? The first part is: posting every
week at a consistent rate. Never leaving a
gap. Always having something out there.
Consistently showing up in your audience’s
feed. It’s also the key to be remembered
and stick in people’s minds. The second
one: Consistency in the language you use,
the visuals you use, and the tone of voice.
This is a bit more vague and harder to grasp.
Don’t worry though, I’ll explain later.
Creating a content calendar

Start by listing all the special moments taking place in your organization, in the lives of
your clients or in your own life. Launching a
new product? Welcoming a new hire? Your
clients have to pay their taxes?
Next, plot all these moments on a calendar.
These moments can turn into posts

later that month. I call these moments
“events”, since they are unique and only
happen now and then.
Besides those unique events you should
always create some extra spots in your social media calendar to provide value. I’ll explain in detail what this looks like in the pillar
“Content Mix.”

Maintaining a social media calendar lets
you plan ahead, batch your work, avoid
multitasking, and note down all your creative brainwaves for later. You and your team
need to commit to how often and what you
will be posting. Without this plan at the start
of every month you’ll be lost.
Basically it’s the best way to make sure
you’ll never find yourself desperately scrolling through generic inspirational quotes
hoping to find something to post ever again.
Before you know it, you’ll be posting multiple times a week, without needing to babysit
your social media feeds constantly.
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Frequency

A much debated question. How often should
I post per week? This might already come
as a shock to you. Multiple times per week?
Yup, that sounds about right. The biggest
reason is that one single post per week will
only reach a fraction of your followers. Not
everyone will get to see that post in their
timeline. Unless you always get crazy engagement.
LinkedIn itself recommends posting every
business day on their platform. Other platforms haven’t put out any recommendations. We recommend posting 4-5 times a
week. But doing that every week can be difficult when you’re starting out. Remember:
Quality over quantity. If you can’t commit
to posting 2 quality posts every week, you
certainly won’t start posting 4. So instead of
just filling 4 posting slots with subpar content, post 2-3 quality ones.
It’s good to set a realistic goal. Of course if
you’re comfortably posting twice a week,
surely doubling that won’t be a big change
for you?
Channels to use

Crush. One. Channel. At. A. Time. Distributing your focus between all your social media
channels at the same time will likely not succeed. Why? Each of them requires

a specific approach and specific types of
posts. For example, you can’t just share articles or blog links on Instagram. Interpret researched what people are looking for on each
platform. Here’s what they found.
Linkedin
59%
55%
40%

Improve my career
Search for new opportunities
Learn from leaders and experts

Facebook
77%
Stay up to date with friends
60%
Be entertained
21%
Search for new opportunities
Twitter
51%
31%
20%

Be entertained
Stay up to date with friends
Learn from leaders and experts
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LinkedIn

LinkedIn is still the go-to-platform right
now for B2B and expertise-driven businesses. It has been for a while now.
And here’s some good news. Today
there is still a way on LinkedIn to reach a
decent number of people and get good
engagement. The biggest reason? There
is still little content to show in people’s
timelines compared to Facebook. But it’s
changing rapidly. Newer content types
on Linkedin like Linkedin Live and Linkedin Events are also incentivizing people
to create more content.

Facebook

Facebook is getting a bad rap, but is
now often being overlooked. While the
younger generations might have left the
building (or that’s what they want you to
believe), yes, they are still checking their
Facebook. Older generations are still
very active on Facebook. So there’s

definitely a case there. The rule for
Facebook is, your content always has to
show faces or be entertaining. Question
is, can you deliver such content week-inweek-out?

Twitter

Twitter is a different animal altogether.
The more you tweet, the better. The more
you favorite and RT other tweets, the
better. To be honest, there’s quite some
untapped traffic in Twitter. Specifically, trends and topics. Twitter gives you
a convenient list of Trends that you can
really exploit. Tweeting about a trending
topic gives your content a good chance
to ride the wave. So if you have a channel that already has some following,
don’t give up on it. Twitter also works
well for personal stories. Just post them
as Threads by replying to the previous
tweet. It’s also one of the best platforms
to interact with your target audience, look
for people talking about your interest or
your company, and then just start a conversation with them.
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Instagram

Instagram works well if you have a lot of
team buzz, a visual product to sell. Think
real estate, architecture, etc. If you only
have an office or remote work places.
It will probably get visually boring quite
quickly. Though, there are some amazing
examples of lawyers sharing valuable
advice through short videos on Instagram.

Quick tip: Newer content types have a
better reach than existing content types.
The first mover advantage is real. Try out
Linkedin Live, Linkedin Stories & Linkedin Events before they lose their sheen.
Consistent branding

There are a gazillion brands on social
media trying to get the precious attention of people online. So, making your
message stick has probably never been
more difficult. But on the other hand, it’ll
never be this easy again. So here’s how
you can stand out with your branding
consistently.

Build a Persona & Visual Identity

Start with your building your brand persona. If you have been in business for
quite some time, you can even ask a few
of your customers how they perceive
you. What words come in to their heads
when they think of your brand? That’s a
great starting point.
Next, figure out the visual elements that
complement that persona. It doesn’t
have to be a complete brand guide. Just
figure out a color palette, some visual
elements (patterns, shapes, pictures)
to go with it. Needless to say, it’s easier
to stand out with brighter colors, but if
your brand warrants a more sober outlook, stick with that.
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Give first

ask later
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2. Value

Although this e-book is mostly about
Social Media this pillar actually goes to
the core of everything you do. If it’s social media, your website, your marketing
or just life in general, make sure you are
creating value for others first. Especially
if you want their money, their email address or their time. This should actually
be fairly easy for you. You are in the service business, selling expertise, selling
know-how or selling to people who are
keen to learn something new. What are
you doing with all your knowledge? Just
sitting on it? Keeping it behind closed
doors or only giving it away if someone
starts paying for it?

Best example? You are reading it. I could
be asking money for this e-book or the
webinars we give. We do it for free. The
best way to start thinking

about this is by just looking at your current clients. What keeps them up at
night? What questions do they ask you
on a daily basis? What are the problems that you are solving for them? You
should throw all that knowledge out
there.

The easiest way is writing weekly tips
or answering a weekly question. Make
it personal. A little bit more advanced.
Just start writing blogs. Or bring all your
knowledge into an e-book and share it
with the world. Why not take out your
smartphone and interview your employees in the office? Look. If you really want
to cut through the noise, you’ll have to
be a bit less scared and just DO IT.
You shouldn’t be selling expertise without using the word expertise You should
show every day that you are the expert.
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That’s how you build a reputation.

Platform optimized content

All that value you generate can be repurposed on different channels. Respect
the platform you’re on.
It’s always better to keep people within the platform if that’s possible. Let us
give you some examples. Let’s say a
lawyer wrote a very clear concise article
on how to get the latest stimulus from
the government. Instead of posting the
link everywhere you can do it differently
everywhere.
On linkedin? Post it as a native LinkedIn
article. You’ll get more reach cause you
are keeping people inside the platform.
You can always link back to your website later. On twitter? Create a summary
and make a thread. Same for Instagram.
Create a summary. Put some text on a
background and spread it into a story.
Facebook? Post a picture of one of your
employees and say it is the tip of the
week.
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Operation
Value
Examples

Sharing value
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Value

20

Value
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Value

Respect the platform
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Value
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Value

The value carousels
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Value
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Value

Mix it up,

keep it fresh.
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3. Content Mix
Cereal sometimes gets boring if it’s just
plain cereal. Add some trail mix to it and
suddenly breakfast looks more exciting,
tastes better, and it’s (probably) more
nutritious as well. Almost makes you
want to take a picture of it and post it on
Instagram.
Your content plan follows the same
rules. You need to keep the interest of
your audience with a good content mix.
Nice splashes of color on your visuals
to get their attention, generous helpings
of information to get their buy-in, and
promos to get them walking down your
funnel.
What to post

So what’s a good content mix? According to the LinkedIn playbook, you should
follow a 4-1-1 framework.

This framework says that for every single piece of content you share about
yourself (or your organization), share an
update from another source, and most
importantly share four pieces of content written by others. The other 1 in the
framework stands for promotional content. I do not recommend this framework however. This is advice from 2018
when people were not making enough
content to fill all the timelines.
Today I recommend this framework.
The rule of thirds:
1/3 social engagement,
1/3 curated content
1/3 original content.
1/3 of your updates are about you and
your content (original)
1/3 of your updates are for sharing content from others and surfacing ideas
(curated)
1/3 of your updates are based on personal interactions that build your brand
(social engagement)
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Original content could be

Promotional pieces: Product or feature
highlights. Some amazing stats from
your business. Customer testimonials.
Original pieces of content: Helpful tips,
e-books, presentations, case studies,
podcasts, blog summaries, employee
highlights, webinars, event posts etc.
Curated content could be

Carefully collected articles, videos, and
blogs from other sources. Industry news
or news that has impact on your customers.
Social engagement could be

Sharing your employees’ posts or sharing insightful posts from customers or
industry colleagues. This is different
than curated content because you are
directly sharing the social media post.

DJ’ing / Curating

I get it. Creating content at such a
high pace is hard. You run out of ideas.
Sometimes you run out of time.

But. Millions of articles, videos, infographics, and other pieces of content
get published every single day. If you’re
not in a very small unknown niche,
you’re in luck. There is a lot of content
on the internet that is specific to your
audience. All you’ve got to do is:
1. Gather the best articles & videos
2. Write your two cents on top of it
3. Share it with your audience
Want to go a step further in Curating?
Repurpose the curated content! Transform the curated article into a few social
media posts. Use the curated content
as inspiration to create your own content. The possibilities are endless. Just
remember to credit the original content
creator in your post.
Repurpose your website

A lot of people forget that they already
have amazing content on their website.
And they actually already put a lot of
time in it. So, it’s just a matter of recreating them for social media. Also. If you
share a blog from your website once,
you’re being very shy. It doesn’t hurt to
share your original content more than
once. You worked hard for it and chances are pretty slim that all your followers
saw it the first time you posted.
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Operation
Content Mix
Examples

Content curation
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Content Mix
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Content Mix

One story three versions
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Content Mix
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Content Mix

People don’t buy
from brands.

They buy from
people they
know and trust.
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4. Employees
Cost-effective marketing

It is safe to say that the majority of your
employees have social media channels.
This means your employees and colleagues will have thousands - depending
on how big your company is - of combined social media connections. Studies
also show that almost 85% of people
would choose products or services that
have been recommended by friends,
family and colleagues.
So, encouraging your employees to
engage in the company’s social media
platforms could be a sure-fire way to increase your social media reach. It’s also
worth noting that personal accounts
have 5x more reach than business accounts.

That’s one of many reasons why it’s a
good idea to create some sort of social
media guide that will introduce your employees to social media from a professional point of view. Don’t make this into
a big scary deal. If you’d look online and
search for social media policies you’ll
mostly find policies from big corporations. They are scary. If I’m correct most
of your co-workers are career professionals who know how to behave and
respect the image of your company.
In a nutshell, you want to tell your employees to share content that makes
them look like an expert, shows that it
is fun to work at your company, and see
them engaging with your content and
other people.
Level 1

While you might consider social media a
second home, the same may not be true
for all of your employees and co-workers.

This is the simplest way to inject your
employees into your social media strategy. People love to see people. That’s
why posts with faces work tremendously well on any platform. You could show
a behind-the-scenes, use your employees to share tips every month or capture those team moments.
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within your field of expertise, and
sharing achievements or failures at
work. Even better if they like writing
blogs and tips themselves. Everyone has something to say. Let them
be passionate about their work and
vocal and opinionated on social media.

Level 2

If your business page is sending out
an update or you are sending out an
update, make sure your employees
know about this. The first minutes
of a post are the most important. In
those first minutes, algorithms look
at how often someone is clicking
on your link, commenting or reading your post. If these metrics are
good, your posts get boosted to
reach more eyeballs. So having people sharing your post immediately
or commenting on it, will make your
reach go up.
According to Linkedin, 30% of the
engagement on a Company Page

post comes from employees, who
are 14X more likely to share that
content vs. other content types.

Level 3

This one might be a little bit less
obvious and also harder to achieve.
It actually very much depends on
the attitude of your employees and
your workplace culture. You should
encourage and turn your employees into thought leaders. This
means sharing industry news, their
opinions on what’s happening

the
main
differentiator
for your
brand

This will be the main differentiator
for your brand: putting a human face
on your company goes a long way
toward differentiating your brand
in a crowded marketplace. It’s also
mutually beneficial. While you get to
engage your audience with authentic content, your employees get a
sense of value from being entrusted
with this responsibility. Your employees will see their thought leadership
as a long-term investment in their
personal brand, and they’ll be less
likely to look for work elsewhere.
On top of that, by supporting
thought leadership, your company
demonstrates that it’s open to new
ideas and collaboration. This positive attitude can spread to every aspect of your organization. The result
is increased productivity, a stronger
sense of teamwork, and a culture of
empowerment.
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Operation
Employees
Examples

Celebrating employees
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Employees
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Employees
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Employees

Employee as thought leader
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Employees
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Employees

Employee stories
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Employees
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Employees

Two-way street
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5. Engage
I’ll risk sounding like a broken record
here, but social media IS all about the
social. Interactions in the form of likes,
comments, shares, and clicks are the
micro-currency of social media. However, the truth is to win on social media
you actually have to be social. The number of page likes and followers means
nothing if you can’t build a community
of like-minded people who actually care.
The way to get there is by becoming
part of the conversation
To earn social media’s micro-currency,
you need to invest in interactions and do
some leg work. Let’s break this down.
Interact with posts from top people

and brands in your industry. This invites
their attention and their followers’ attention to your social media.
Join LinkedIn groups or Facebook
groups with like-minded people that can
benefit your business.
If your clients post something on social
media, interact with it.
Urge your immediate network to
engage with your content right after
you post it. Encourage them to go beyond just a like, and leave a genuine
comment. This initial activity will cause
social media algorithms to show your
posts to more people.
Every time you comment on someone
else’s posts extra pairs of eyeballs go to
your business or personal direction. For
best results, set 30 minutes to an hour
in your schedules every week for this
activity. Or if you’re already scrolling too
much online anyway, make it a habit to
engage instead of lurking.

Operation
Engage
Examples
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Join groups

52

Engage

53

Engage

Cut through

the noise
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6. Personality
Personal Branding

So many business owners like to hide
themselves and their employees behind
their logo. I get it. It feels safe. Putting
out content on Social Media can be
scary. But again. Logos don’t sell services. People, personal reputation and expertise do.
Having a personal brand is therefore
almost more important than your business pages. It helps tremendously on
many fronts, whether it’s job hunting,
running your own business or at any
stage in your career. A personal brand is
what separates you from the rest of the
pack and helps build important connections that boost your business growth
and professional development.

One of the great promises to build on
personal branding will become a threat
sooner than later: reach & engagement
for personal profiles is 5x greater than
that of business pages. It’s therefore
no surprise to see business owners or
marketeers abandoning their business
pages. This is flat out wrong. If you did it
right, your business following is mostly
customers (new, current or past). Your
personal profile is a mix between some
of your customers, professionals in the
same industry, and friends and forgotten classmates. You see the difference?
Your business page will need content
that out-teaches your competitors on
the problem your customers face. For
example “How to negotiate a good deal
with a bank for a home mortgage.” Your
personal page can be more focused on
the industry itself. For example “How we
automated our mortgage workflow”.

“ Today personal brands
are becoming more
important than your
business brand”
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Personal stories

Sharing on your personal pages
means sharing personal things. To
be clear, I’m not talking about spewing out a nonstop stream of puppy
photos, bible verses, or personal
opinions on LinkedIn. I’m talking
about tying personal stories into the
business-themed content you share
on LinkedIn. Sharing your successes and failures, discussing a journey,
giving your opinion, or letting people
see what your daily life is like, both
inside and outside work.

`

You have the unique power to show
transparency efforts on social and
bring out the best in others. One
third of consumers say they would
purchase more from brands whose
CEOs demonstrate transparency
on social. By setting an example of

transparency, CEOs can lead the
charge in empowering their employees to share and advocate authentically for the brand on social.
Be Human
This phrase gets thrown around all
the time like its meaning is obvious.
It’s obviously not. Businesses still
keep hiding behind big words and
robotic language. It only pushes their
audience further away from them.
How you should start? Cut your
sentences down like you’re getting
paid $100 for every word you cut.
Be open to sharing your mistakes.
Mistakes that you’ve obviously learnt
from. Less broadcasting, more talking. Engage in conversation with your
followers rather than just announcing
things from a speaker installed high
up in a tower.
And last but not least: always write
how you speak.
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Operation
Personality
Examples

Personal stories
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Personality

Support good causes
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Personality

Creativity
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Personality
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Personality

Clear language
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Personality

In all seriousness.
Have some fun.
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Organic VS Paid
No matter how many followers you have
on social media, ultimately you’re looking to turn them into customers. However, only 1 out of every 7 social media
posts should be asking people to buy
from you. Any more than that and people
will start to lose interest very quickly.
That’s where social media advertising
comes in. Paid social media ads allow
you to bring in sales by targeting the
right audience.
Organic social media, on the other hand,
is the social media posts you create
every week to increase the size of your
audience, wow them, and persuade
them with great content. Same counts
for people who are looking to apply for a
job with you.

The perfect combo

Choosing to do paid social media ads
without organic social media posts will
hurt your business, however. People
tend to trust businesses with a legitimate social media presence. People
also tend to trust social media more
than they trust ads.
On the flip side, if you choose to just
post on social media without running
ads, that’s risky too. Social media platforms now limit how many people see
your content. On Facebook, just 5.2%
of your followers get to see what you
post. That’s just 1 in every 19 people
who follow your business page. On
Linkedin, the newsfeed is being taken
over by ads, editorials, and Linkedin’s
own product offerings instead of organic posts from businesses.
The best approach is to then take advantage of both organic and paid in
tandem to make for a robust social
media strategy.
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Sales uplift vs ads vs organic
ORGANIC

FIRST 12 MONTHS

ADS
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Social media posting
What it can do...
Establish a relationship with your current customers. Mainly your followers
will be friends, family, fellow industry
members, and especially current customers. Your existing clients want to be
informed, entertained, and learn something. Be a good host and talk about
things that have an impact on their lives
or something that can solve their problems.

You bump into leads. They bump into
you. Now and then your post will get
some traction. This means that people
are sharing it or avidly commenting on
it. Eventually, a stranger (to you) will see:
“Jack commented on a post of your
business”. They notice you and who
knows what happens after. Another
scenario is that you find new interesting
people to your business.

Influence the buyer decision massively.
People check you out before they buy.
If you put up a thousand signs to your
storefront but your storefront looks
empty and old you’ll lose customers.
That doesn’t mean you have to put up
more signs in your storefront. Just put
something valuable and teasing.

Give future employees the desire to
work for you. It’s no secret that you
check out your future employees on
social media. So it’s no surprise they are
doing the same before applying to a job.
In some industries, it gets harder to find
the right profiles. Social media can help
you look more attractive.
Make sure that people will remember
you. When you have an already existing follower base it’s good to keep your
business on their mind. Whenever they
need you again or someone asks for a
company that can do what you do, they
might think of you.
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Social media posting
What it can’t do...
Replace any paid marketing activities. If
you’re in the process of attracting new
customers or improving brand recognition. You’ll have to do more than social
media posting. Google Ads, for instance,
works well for a business where people
are actively looking to solve a problem.
Social media advertising works great for
businesses that need that ‘aha I needed
that’ moment from a future customer.
Magically create leads. If you start executing our 6 pillars today nothing magical will happen tomorrow. This is where
most of your competitors and maybe
you too fail. You will be looking for a 1:1
relation between your output and your
input. Two things on that. First of all. It
takes time. Don’t give up after 6 months.
Don’t give up after 12 months. Please
give up after 18 months. Second of all.
It’s hard to measure that an ad you were
running led to someone visiting your
social media page, getting convinced,
and eventually buying from you? It’s hard
to measure if a new hire was looking at
your company pictures on Instagram

and thought, this is actually an awesome place. So, often the influence of
your social media activity is not visible
right away.

Fix your company culture. Although
you can look more attractive to future
employees, the reality will catch up
with you anyway. If you have a great
company culture, it will be easy to
translate this to the online world. If
your company culture kinda sucks,
then I’m afraid you’ll have to fix that
first. Social media can’t do that for
you.

“ Don’t give up after 6
months. Don’t give up
after 12 months. Please
give up after 18 months.”
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To outsource or
not to to outsource

It’s a question our team and I have been
debating for the last few years, mainly trying to solve it as well. What is the
best solution for you if you want to get
your social media to an amazing level?
Should you go to an agency and pay 50
to 300 euros per post? Should you hire
a freelancer who can come up with a
plan, organize and execute it? Or should
you just pay for a tool each month to get
things going yourself? The answer our
team came up with is quite simple. If you
or someone else isn’t willing or going to
deliver on all of the 6 pillars you’re in for
a disappointing ride.

Agencies

Most of the agencies will do an amazing
job at creatives. They will deliver stunning visuals. That’s definitely a good
thing. However, they won’t be as good in

understanding your specific expertise
and personality. They’re also slow on
quickly playing into events happening
now and not tomorrow.

Freelancers

Freelancers will excel at and suffer
from the same things as agencies.
Chances are quite high they will be able
to understand you and your business
better. You can really build a personal
connection with freelancers and that
will help you to transmit your message
accurately.

“ If you or someone else
isn’t willing or going to
deliver on all of the 6
pillars you’re in for a
disappointing ride.”
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Tools

Tools can help you be more productive
like following a to-do list. They can help
you save time by combining all your
channels in one. And they can inspire
you and show you what to post and
when. But just like Nike Shoes and Running Apps. You still have to do the running. But you and I both know, once you
reach the 5km mark you’ll get addicted.
And you feel rewarded.
The decision then lies with you, depending on how much time & effort
you’re willing to invest in your business’
social media presence. If you want to
go it alone, great, as long as you know
you’re spending your time & effort with
a focus on these 6 pillars in mind. If not,
then go with an agency, freelancer, or a
solution that helps you deliver on these
6 pillars.

You want a 6 out of 6?
Willow is the ultimate social media solution for busy professionals:
run your socials more efficiently using our powerful platform and trust
our marketing experts to tell you exactly how to do it. We’ll make sure
you push through!

willow.co

